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West Gallery
West Gallery Museum entrance view
Larry Williams
*Rural Saturday Night*, 1973

Zach Abubeker
*Obelisk*, 2011
Robert Frank
*Political Rally, Chicago, 1956*

Unknown (woman in kitchen)
Accession Number: FIC2010:33
Diane Arbus
American, 1923-1971
Two girls in matching bathing suits, Coney Island, N.Y., 1967

Rineke Dijkstra
Maya, Herzilya, Israel, November 21, 1999
Shi Guorui
*Shanghai 22-23, Oct 2005*

Walker Evans
*Untitled (high contrast metal grate, abstract high angle view)*,
1928-1929, printed posthumously
Röessler, Jaroslav
Czech, 1902-1989
untitled (construction figure), 1925

John Mahtesian
Marina Tower, c. 1960
Irving Penn
Two New Guinea Men Holding Hands, 1970/1979

Allen, Harold
Subway Platform, from the portfolio "In Chicago" 1969, printed 1983
Emmet Gowin
*Mining the Coal Seam, Open Pit Strip Mine, Bohemia, Czech Republic, 1994*

Nathan Lerner
*Roundhouse, Chicago, 1936, printed later*
Ken Josephson
*Chicago, from the "History of Photography" series, 1973*

Scott Fortino
Bedroom, CHA Public Housing, 2005
Hyers + Mebane
Las Vegas 25, 2012

Julia Margaret Cameron
Sir John Herschel, 1867; printed 1913
Jeff Gates
In Our Path #4 (Aerial Photograph), from the "20/20" portfolio, 1983, printed 1985

Diana Schoenfeld
Rhythmic Arrangements: Specimens, 1979